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Abstract
In this article, we present a study of strategies to improve resilience in P2P overlay networks and in
communication networks. A lot of concepts for communication networks are based on known graph theoretical
problems. P2P overlay networks benefit from resilience increasing strategies in the underlying communication
infrastructure.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The network resilience [3] is the ability to provide and maintain an acceptable service level in the presence of
failures. This becomes more and more important. Resilience can be realized either reactively by restoration or
pro-actively by protection methods. Restoration requires a reaction only upon the occurrence of an error.
Protection in contrast prepares means of correction through additional redundant information before a failure
occurs, and often does not even need retransmissions.
Protection and restoration methods usually apply the following steps: failure detection; failure localization;
failure notification; recovery (protection or restoration); reversion (normalization) [3].
We refer the approaches to known concepts of graph theory, and we try to show similitude and differences
between approaches for P2P networks and communication network.
This article is organized as follows: In section 2 are given general notions about graph theory. In section 3
are presented resilience improving methods for P2P overlay networks and Section 4 presents algorithms for
analyzing resilience of a given network. Finally, section 5 summarizes the main findings of the article.
2. GENERAL NOTIONS ABOUT GRAPH THEORY
A network can be modeled as a graph G consisting of vertices or nodes V and edges or links E. Edges may be
weighted to either represent communication capacities, or communication costs or delays [3].
The edge connectivity  and the vertex connectivity  [3] are the minimum number of edges (vertices) that
need to fail, to separate the graph into at least 2 components and hence are worst-case statistics of resilience. So,
  1 and   1 are the numbers of edges (vertices) which may always be removed, without disconnecting the
graph. The edge connectivity equals the size of a minimum cut of the graph and is bounded from above by the
minimum degree of a vertex.
A graph is called k -edge-connected if   k [3], i.e. between every pair of vertices exist at least k edgedisjoint paths. It is called k -vertex-connected if   k [3], i.e. between every pair of unconnected vertices there
are at least k vertex-disjoint paths.
The fragmentation [3] of a graph is another connectivity measure. The fragmentation determines a value pair
describing the size and relation of its disconnected components. If the network services are dependent on short
communication paths, especially if delays play a role, a second set of statistics, besides the connectivity metrics,
becomes important.
The shortest path between two vertices s and t is a set of edges connecting s and t and having a minimum
sum of edge weights. Let the distance d(s, t ) be the weight of the shortest s-t-path and the distance between
unconnected vertices defined to be infinite. The diameter of a graph diam(G ) : max s ,tV d ( s, t ) then is the
length of the longest shortest path between any two vertices. Clearly, the diameter influences the time of
information distribution in the whole network [3].
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3.

RESILIENCE IN P2P OVERLAY NETWORKS

Peer-to-Peer is a system architecture that describes a service which is distributed over multiple nodes or
processes. While in client-server architecture the roles are predefined, all participants generally act as both a
client and a server in P2P systems. As these participants usually consist of endhosts, their behavior, arrival, and
departure is not well predictable, and possibly very dynamic.
Since an overlay network is a network structure built on top of the communication service of an underlying
network, special resilience requirements evolve independently from the resilience of both networks seen alone.
To study such effects, it is once more helpful to use the terms of graph theory: An overlay of a graph O = (V, E)
on a communication network C = (N,L) is a pair M  (M V , M E ) consisting of a map M V : V  N of the
overlay nodes to nodes of the communication network and a map M E : E  Paths(C ) , such that M E (u , v) is a
path in C from M V (u ) to M V (v) .
4.

ALGORITHMS FOR ANALYZING RESILIENCE OF A GIVEN NETWORK

4.1. An Algorithm for Computing Edge Resilience
In this section, we present our algorithm for computing the edge resilience of a given service oriented
network.
We consider a network G(V,E), the set S of all services of the network, the sets A(v), the set of services
available at v and N(v), the set of services needed at v, for each node v  V .
We want to calculate the edge resilience of G:
For each service s j  S we construct auxiliary graph Gj (Vj, Ej) for service sj, then find the set of demand
points for service sj. For each node we compute the minimum weight of an s-v edge cutest in Gj. Then we
compute edge resilience of G.
The algorithm for Computing Edge Resilience is:
Edge::Edge(int servicii[],int NrServicii,int disponibil[100][100],int necesar[100][100])
{
g = new graf(8,1);
g->populeazaGraf();
g->afiseazaMuchii();
printf("Initial");
this->NrServicii = NrServicii;
int i;
for(i = 0; i < NrServicii; i++)
this->servicii[i] = servicii[i];
int j;
for(i = 0; i < this->g->getNumarNoduri(); i++)
for(j = 0; j < this->NrServicii; j++)
this->disponibil[i][j] = disponibil[i][j];
for(i = 0; i < this->g->getNumarNoduri(); i++)
for(j = 0; j < this->NrServicii; j++)
this->necesar[i][j] = necesar[i][j];
}
void Edge::algoritm(int type)
{
//type = 0 -> edge resilience
…;
for(i = 0; i < NrServicii; i++)
{
// we determine the source nodes for sj service
for(j = 0; j < n; j++)
surse[j] = -1;
nr = 0;
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for(j = 0; j < this->g->getNumarNoduri(); j++)
for(k = 0; k < NrServicii;k++)
if(disponibil[j][k] == servicii[i])
{
surse[nr++] = j;
break;
}
…;
//we calculate edge resilience
if(type == 0)
grafAux->grafAuxiliar(surse,NrSurse);
else
grafAux->grafAuxiliarNoduri(surse,NrSurse);
printf("Matricea de costuri pentru graful auxiliar(ultimul nod corespunde serviciului)\n");
grafAux->afiseazaMuchii();
printf("\n\n");
….;
int minAlfa = 100000000,aux;
// cutset min
for(j = 0; j < NrConsumatori; j++)
{
type == 0;
aux = grafAux->minCutSet(grafAux->getNumarNoduri() -1,consumatori[j],minAlfa,0,0);
if(aux < minAlfa)
minAlfa = aux;
}
if(minAlfa < minSigma)
minSigma = minAlfa;
}
minSigma--;
printf("Rezilienta muchiei %i ",minSigma);
}

The result algorithm is presented in Figure 4.1:

Figure 4.1. The result algorithm for Computing Edge Resilience
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4.2. An algorithm for computing node resilience
Our algorithm for computing the node resilience of a service-oriented network follows the same approach as
that of edge resilience. The main difference is that we need to work with node cutsets instead of edge cutsets.
We consider a network G(V,E), the set S of all services of the network, the sets A(v) and N(v) for each node
v  V . We find the node resilience of G: for each service s j  S we construct auxiliary graph Gj(Vj,Ej) for
service sj, then we compute the set of demand points for service sj. For each node v  D j we compute the
minimum weight of an s-v node cutest in Gj and we determine node resilience.
The result algorithm is:

4.2. The result algorithm for computing node resilience

5.

SUMMARY

In this article, we studied different concepts for increase resilience in communication networks and resilience
improving strategies in P2P overlay networks.
We examined the key properties of P2P overlays that influence resilience since there is wide variety of
different applications employing P2P overlay techniques. One important property for all P2P overlays is the
ability to cope with a very dynamic membership, which requires some precautions to provide a reliable service.
The reliability estimations of peers and the provisioning of a reliable routing are measures for improved
resilience.
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